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Editor’s note
From first page-flip, your hands set this magazine into motion. Your eyes
move along this line of text, navigating between black marks, bouncing
around the composition of each page, breaking picture borders and coasting
over white space, resting on points of stability – movement through which
you make sense of the frozen figures before you. This volume – by way of
your body – is imbued with motion and your perception sets these words
spinning.
It is those perceptions that artist Matika Wilbur sets off-kilter. Her Tulalip
and Swinomish models don garb they would rarely or never wear in reallife – exposing our dependency on a reductive visual iconicity to identify
a group of people who are very much “still alive,” as she says, but that we
don’t recognize unless they’re wearing the buckskin they do in our minds.
As characters lean into each other and you lean into this book, we hope
you’ll be captured in moments of surprise where you suddenly see: emphasis
is quiet. This volume will plunge you from the top of a staircase down
through the topsoil and into the under-earth, from tide pools to curbsides,
from surfing holy water to the internet. As you share meals and metronomic
wave breaks, uncooked peppers and uncrossed streets, swept up in the steps
of engagement these artists and writers took, I believe you’ll find yourself (as
in a dance) caught in the wake of their momentum.

Leah Vendl
Editor in Chief

opposite: microwave salmon energy

hattie lindsley

Guest Contributor

Matika Wilbur

Feather

Chenoa

Matika Wilbur is a member of the Tulalip Tribe. She was raised on the
Swinomish Indian Reservation in Washington State, graduated from La
Conner high school, studied photography at the Rocky Mountain School
of Photography in Montana and the Brooks Institute of Photography
in California. She has exhibited extensively in venues such as the Royal
British Columbia Museum of Fine Arts, the Nantes Museum of Fine Arts
in France, the Seattle Art Museum, the Burke Museum of Natural History
and Culture, and the Kittredge Gallery at the University of Puget Sound.
Wilbur's work contends with how Native peoples shape a sense of identity
in the face of cultural dualities and how a hybrid sense of identity that
honors one's cultural heritage and connects to contemporary, pop culture.
To see more of her work, please visit www.matikawilbur.com.

Interview with
Matika Wilbur
CCR: How does photography versus another medium accomplish what you want
to say with your art?
MW: First, please allow me to clarify that I do work in several mediums; however,
I only feel comfortable exhibiting my photography. It is in photography that I
studied. I dove into her technical demands; I tried, failed, triumphed, and failed
again; so it is this medium that I present to the public.
However, for the social/political reasons, I continue to show photographic
works because I feel as though Native America is sadly un-represented in
massive media, especially in the imagery. The classic representation of the
Native person, or Hollywood’s representation of “Wild/Savage Indians” isn’t an
accurate representation of contemporary Native American identity, and without
a contemporary viewpoint of Native America, from a Native American, that
stereotype remains, and continues to be perpetuated (i.e., Twilight).
CCR: What is appealing about black and white or sepia tone?
MW: I love the painful process of black and white film: first, one must go to the
store to buy the film, shoot the film, develop the film, take it through the chemical
process, give it care; but then, one must make prints in the dark-room, which is
another tedious long process. Each step requires an enormous amount of attention
and care – and it is in this process, this quiet time in the dark, that I am able to
truly contemplate the image; in that process I put my spirit into the work. That’s
why black and white – I love the process.
CCR: Where do you see a difference in commercial versus “fine arts” photography?
MW: Having worked both commercially, and in the “fine arts,” it has been my
direct experience that commercial work is to sell an idea, a product, or fantasy. Fine
art, for me, is about posing questions about the society we live in; it’s about starting
the conversation. And if people want to buy it, or not, than at least they have been
exposed to different thought.
CCR: How do you cope with that issue of money and art?

MW: A loaded question indeed, but how does any artist cope with money and art?
I heard a carver say that he has a difficult time “selling” his art because he poured
his soul into his work, and his soul isn’t for sale. He said, “A million dollars isn’t
enough, and a dollar is too much.” I can relate entirely; a part of me always feels
badly about putting a price tag on the work, as if money has the power to give art
value. However, when I’ve been eating tuna and macaroni and cheese for too many
days, it gets easier to ask for money.
I’d tell the emerging artists to learn the art of the pen, because for me, I spend way
more time applying for grants and fellowships and writing proposals than I actually
do in the studio.
CCR: In your artist’s statement, you talk about how “Native America has survived.”
Can you tell how this manifests in your life or your work?
MW: I have been lucky in my experience and responsibility as a professional
photographer to specialize in personal portraiture, a creative and revealing branch
of photography that has allowed me to create an exchange of identities and culture
among peoples. I devised projects not just to build bridges, but to show that we are
already inextricably connected to one another in this land and era.
Too often, I’ve had strangers ask me, “Are all Indians rich because of casinos?” or “I
didn’t know that there were any real Indians left?” or when I was in Europe, “Can I
touch your hair? I’ve always wanted to touch Indian hair.”
The statement is exactly that – Native America has survived, we survived the
pilgrims, we survived the years of cultural genocide inflicted among our people,
we’ve survived integration; and we are here.
CCR: What advice would you give amateur photographers or portrait-makers?
MW: Just keep doing the next right indicated action.
CCR: Is there anything else you’d like to tell us or the students at Puget Sound?
MW: It’s brilliant to have the courage to enter the arts. I would tell students not to
give up. Don’t be too upset when you don’t sell art. Don’t be too upset when you
are criticized, or rejected. Just make art anyway.
We need artists to reflect society; to tell the truth about the world we live in, we
need you because you aren’t influenced by lobbyists, or pharmaceutical companies.
We need your voice.
So be brave.

| Read the full interview online at crossthecurrent.tumblr.com/matikawilbur |
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Garden
kelsey wilburn

The slugs at the tender leaves
by July,
their bodies parallel lines
along the scalloped green
of vegetable beds.
Plywood frames wrote
geometry into the lawn,
squares across the slopes
that reminded us of California
when we first moved in.
Your bare hands in topsoil
and mine in fertilizer,
we smelled like the earth
for Sundays on end.
I hold your hands at night,
feel the dirt
underneath your wide-moon
fingernails,
and hope there will be peppers
this Spring.
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A Bible of 					
Crumbling 			
		 Ammonites
(For Amelia Earhart)

ian greenfield

We go among the tidepools in the rocks,
down where the masts of wrecks scar the breakers.
Fragments of footprints show in the water-tossed kelp,
mementos of the people at the edge of the world,
that siren shore
			
where shadow and consciousness slur and flow,
where sanddollar corpses clack morning bells against the ebb-tide
		 stones,
tiny epiphanies sudden as St. Elmo’s fire,
			
holy and cold as the ocean.
A flicker
that dies at awakening.
And we come wanting to follow after, into that light,
plunging through the darkest deep

opposite: Turner Study

ellen zhang | oil on canvas
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		 to find the mysteries it veils from the fragile globe,
wanting new myths for a world that keeps rebirthing itself,
to bring back that fire holy and cold.
So we come seeking skulls among the broken shells
to tell us in a homily of human teeth
what became of our pioneers,
what will become of us.
But all we find is calcium coiled into golden means,
ancestors of something else, that never crawled out of the water
to walk in the sun:
				
the bones of nacreous angels
					
who don’t share revelations
					
with the ones who want to grow gills
						
and swim forever.
And all we find in the husks is a promise of:
						
always,
but never enough.
So we remain
pearl divers,
breathing only air,
			
lost in benthic blue.

4

opposite: Altered Book

amber catford-robinson
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A Ghost Story
james gaines

The graveyard was empty now, save for a groundskeeper and the
ghost. It had been raining earlier, and while a few arrows of evening
sun would soon start to poke through the clouds, the sky still hung
like a gray sheet over the world. The ghost stood on the immaculate
lawn beside the tombstone and stared at the freshly filled-in heap of
damp soil.
He had been a young man, barely starting to reach the end of his
twenties.
“Hi Sarah,” he said, after a little while, staring at the grave. His
voice was rough, as it had been in life, like water crashing against
breakers.
“I’m sorry I didn’t come to the, uh, main event,” he continued.
“I know that nobody would have seen me, but it still didn’t feel, you
know, right.”
“I don’t have black clothes anyways,” he tried to joke.
He shuffled uncomfortably and looked around. He was right,
nobody would have seen him there beside her tombstone. Not even a
heat mirage or blur.
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Away, he could hear the groundskeeper starting a mower. The
noisy maintenance had been delayed, out of respect for the funeral.
The man reached into his pocket for a cigarette only to find
nothing. He only had kept what had been on him when he died, and
had never broken the habit of reaching for them.
“It was nice, the rain. Very appropriate. It was sunny, when I had
my funeral. I didn’t like it.
“I, uh, I wanted to apologize, I guess. For haunting you... oh jeez,
this is so... but I, well, I thought about you a lot, before my accident.”
He unconsciously reached up to touch a hole in his neck, where the
fatal shard of metal from the traffic accident had bled him dry. “About
being sorry how it ended, between you and me. When we stopped
being friends. And, well, afterward, I guess you were the only thing
that seemed real, anymore...
“Everything else felt like just watching TV or something.
“So I’m sorry if I ever bothered you or if you ever, you know, saw
me. I don’t think you did, but there were a couple of times when you
just stopped and... stared. Where I was.”
He cleared his throat before continuing.
“I never found anyone else who started doing this, like me. I saw
a couple of people die, but nobody ever did it like me. They were all
just gone. No one ever stuck around.
“And I’m really sorry you got sick. I mean, I did think about
it sometimes. Whether you would find me after you died. Be the
exception to the rule. I kind of hoped you would. But then... I know
it’s not my fault, it’s not anyone’s fault, you just got sick.... but I can’t
help feel... bad, about it.”
The ghost stood and waited, half-hoping for some sort of reply.
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For her own apparition to walk out from behind a tree or something.
But the dirt said nothing and no answer came.
“I’m sorry,” he repeated again, not knowing what else to say. “I
mean, what am I supposed to do now?’
“What do ghosts do when the people they haunt die?”
He reached for a cigarette again, only to find nothing.
∑

Eventually the sun did break through the clouds. The light strode
through the graveyard in long sideways strides, illuminating the grave
by which nobody could be seen standing.

8

opposite: untitled
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Bodhisattva
james merrill

Father billy-club swings from inert fingers
Metronome to the passing ages.
		
And smacks into the meaty palms
			
Of sister revolution.
She has nine fingers now.
The tenth was taken
When the rice turned to dust
		
Like the farmer’s bones.
She was smelting steel.
Bessemer goddess.
She was nigh burned alive.
Stainless lady.
They found her with her hand in the trough
		
Singing, “The East Is Red.”

10

		
Enlightenment comes in fitful starts
Like pneumonic breath.
Spattering blood and phlegm
		
Across the avenue of heaven.
Hers is the divine mandate
		
In the bustling market-square
To change and change again
			
And all who die
				
Are her children.
Mother hope.
Mother country.
		
Mother future.
Father billy-club
Inscribes the arc of history
		
As it meets the skull
			
With the crack of enlightenment.
I asked the Bodhisattva
how to save the world
		
His answer was, “Let it die.”

11
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Crosswalk
leah weitz

It was only by chance that she noticed at all, when she jerked her
head from left to right purely by instinct, since they were at a
crosswalk, there were cars, and as every mother always says,
Look before you cross,
but now that she’s seen their intertwining fingers out of the corner
of her eye she can’t believe she didn’t notice it sooner, and she’s
wondering who initiated it and when it happened but before she can
start to think the light has turned green and the frigid air bites at her
nose as she walks into a gust of something that might be the weather
and might be the cars speeding by next to her on this giant stretch of
street that leaves her feeling small, and
suddenly she’s so aware of how cold her own fingers are and how
stupid they must look limp and empty by her sides, and all she wants
is to turn around and grab their wrists and wrench them far away
from one another, if not for the satisfaction of seeing them separated
like they deserved to be cause how are they better than her anyway,
then just for the moment of contact with each of their hands as she
tears their fingers
apart.

opposite: Slimpickins

allen ward
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An Organic 				
Combination
literary journalism		

jenny barron

A mysterious and beautiful organism has quietly sprouted around
Tacoma. Street Botany, an original poster series, “cross-pollinates”
art and science in order to visually engage the natural world and to
provoke questions about it.
A close look at my surroundings revealed Street Botany to me.
It happened over a cup of coffee. I settled down onto the redcushioned, Jetsons-looking bar stool at “I” and Division’s Satellite
Coffee and inhaled the Americano aroma. Brisk fresh, deep. Yum.
¶

In accordance with its bar stools, the coffee shop evoked a playful,
but grunge, retro take on the future. Metal dominated the surfaces.
Dissonant piano accompanied by shrieking violins and wailing horns
played from the iPod on the front counter. Within frames, cartoon
unitard-clad humans shot laser guns at metallic robot-percolators.
Charcoal and grey-green colored the walls.
A bulletin board announced upcoming art in the city. One poster
advertised a dance performance: “Ten Tiny Dances: An experiment in
confined spaces.”
Two other people also sat in the small coffee shop, one man facing a
opposite: Equid Equal

katie shuy
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row of windows. The view clashed with the logic of the shop’s interior
design and yet somehow relieved it. The man leaned forward, arms on
the counter – leaned into the view of Wright Park offered by the raindrizzled windows. A dozen species of trees, all with varying heights
and colors and shapes assembled into a natural canvas. He looked
nowhere else. He ignored his coffee. He leaned into it, captivated.
The other man, clothed in ultra-urban wear, faced the windows
from a table farther away. He didn’t notice Wright Park though; he
squinted at the small screen of his laptop. Just beyond him, posted in
a corner next to the supply closet, something caught my eye.
A vertically elongated, white poster featured a cascade of odd-looking,
but beautifully composed forms, one swirling around the other. The
two forms were visually distinct yet inextricably woven together. A
crow at the top of the poster held an end of the woven form in his
beak, and as this mysterious form flowed down the poster, it widened
and loosened as would a waterfall.
In the poster, black ink met watercolor texture. It combined mediums
and undeniably attracted the eye.
Approaching for a closer look, I noticed text at the bottom of
the poster. “Figure 4. The Tale of the Lichen and the Crow,” its
bolded title read. A shaded box just above the caption identified the
“Featured Organisms” as “Usnea longissima (Methuselah’s Beard)”
and “Corvus brachyrhynchos (American Crow).”
I read on. The tale described a man named Methuselah who watches
the forest and whose crow friends bring him lichens as gifts. “As
Methuselah received the string-like lichens, he wove them into his
beard, and learned of their secrets: They are not plants. Lichens are a
magical infusion of fungi and algae, two very different creatures that
16

combine to produce lovely, plantlike forms.”
This tale tells science. Lichens are
symbiotic organisms: the algae (or
in some species, cyanobacteria)
photosynthesize, sharing its
produce with the fungi, and the
fungi provide the structure and
protection within which the algae
can survive. Lichen relationships
are so strongly interdependent that
the two halves could never survive
alone. The two together are named
as a single species. Usnea longissima
(Methuselah’s Beard) is one of many
lichen species.
After reading the caption, I
understood the mysterious forms
in the poster. In the center are
algal cells; within them lies their
multiple, photosynthesizing
chloroplasts. The highly-branched,
threadlike fungal tissue swirls
around this center. The artist has
provided a close-up interpretation
of their unique relationship,
beautifully and compellingly.
The poster’s tale ends with a tone
of gentle puzzlement. Over the
course of Methuselah’s life, as
17

humans “continued to fragment the forest,” the lichens become more
and more rare even as the crows prosper. After a lifetime, Methuselah’s
crow friends tell him that they cannot find any more of the organism:
Old and nearing his death, Methuselah stroked his long
beard, how richly woven with lichens, and mused on what
he had witnessed during his long life. “I want humans
to live among all the creatures of the forest,” he thought.
“But perhaps not all of the creatures can live among us
humans.” And he wondered what could be done.
Afterwards comes this signature: “M.” Who is M? Mysterious.
Street Botany is an anonymous poster series, sponsored by the
Tacoma Artist Initiative Program. It is public art that the artist hopes
speaks for itself. Relying upon and advocating holistic knowledge, it
provides visual justice to the beauty and intrigue of the natural world.
The figures are posted around the city as they are produced. Some
have passed. More will come. When the series is complete, the artist
will hold a formal showing. But somehow, I don’t think a gallery
could adequately display the series. The mystery of this organic
project is its soul, its intrigue.
The iPod’s dissonant music jarred me back to the coffee shop. I
finished my Americano, and gathered my things. The man at the
window counter continued to gaze at the tree collage of Wright Park,
leaning toward it, leaning into it. I hoped that he would notice Figure
4 before he left.
| "Figure 4." courtesy of Maria Jost |
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opposite: Beppe’s Ghost

jane cornell | monotype print
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Hunting
kate fujimoto

My father and his father
left before dawn with
their guns and lunchboxes
and came back at midday with
a swollen canvas sack.
In the driveway, she spilled out,
long legs
as thin as my six-year-old forearm.
Perfect –
except for the gash in her belly
where my father had cut out
her organs like a surgeon.
Before he skinned her
in the garage, I sat down next to her face.
I touched
her forehead
a tuft of hair inside her ear.
I looked
at myself in the wet black of her eye

20

opposite: Smith Rock from Misery Ridge
cameron jasper | dao/geologic sketch

surprised
by her long lashes, and the way
it still glistened.
I leaned close
to tell her I was sorry –
and they said
I sure was my father’s daughter,
the way I wouldn’t leave that deer alone.

21

Select
Works
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A Mighty Fortress Is Our God		
Donut Teapot				
Everyone and No One at All		
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lauren fries
valerie moreland
kyle nunes

A Mighty 					
Fortress Is 			
		 Our God
				

lauren fries

From the sticky summer he was eleven
‘til the Wednesday he turned eighteen,
Javier hawked beer out of a cooler
strapped to the back of his bicycle.
He dressed in cowboy boots and cutoff jeans,
and often a leather vest to round out the outfit.
His nickname was Jesus, hay zeus! they called him,
‘cause he was the only boy on the block
whose parents didn’t go to mass.
Lived and died by that bicycle did Javier.
Pitched over the front tire hitting a pothole
racing a delivery to the nicer parts of town.

23

The family papered the inside of the coffin
with labels like nametags:
Hello, My Name Is Corona, Bud, Heineken, Miller –
Javier’s best friends and business partners.
At the funeral they murmured of
diminishing returns and slim profit margins,
and who would be next to pilot the Schwinn.
Death was the only place my boy was ever early,
choked his father from the pulpit.
He ate with his fork in his left hand
and his spoon in his right, said his eight-year-old sister,
only one of the six siblings to speak.
And his mother shook her head,
stood silently, stayed quiet.
Six of seven children, tallest one missing,
walked cheerless out of the chapel,
for the first and last time in their lives.
The body they may kill, sang the congregation,
God’s truth abideth still. His kingdom is forever.

24

Select Poetry 			
Review
professor julie christoph

In Lauren Fries’s poem, titled ironically after Martin Luther’s famous
hymn, we read the story of Javier, a boy who lives and dies by his homemade
delivery bicycle, eking a marginal existence on the margins of society, a
disposable servant to the purchasing habits of others with disposable income.
But Javier’s voracious appetite and caballero attire gesture toward something
more than disposability. Indeed, to the family in Fries’s poem, Javier is not
disposable. But even at the funeral, “they murmured of / diminishing returns
and slim profit margins, / and who would be next to pilot the Schwinn.” It
is unclear whether the murmuring “they” is the falsely cheery face of the beer
labels standing in for corporate culture or more immediate business partners
who might be next in line for the Schwinn; in either case, Javier’s replacement
is being discussed before the label-bedecked coffin is in the ground.
Martin Luther’s “A Mighty Fortress Is Our God” is known as the “Battle
Hymn of the Reformation,” a hymn that has mobilized and fortified believers
since the 16th century. But while Luther’s Jesus battles an “ancient foe,” the
“prince of darkness grim,” Fries’s “hay zeus” battles the more diffuse foes
of potholes and plutocracy. The “they” that kills the body may be the same
“they” who seeks to replace Javier. In the context of this ambitious poem, the
congregation’s intonation of a hymn of fortification feels empty without the
splendor of a grand enemy or the solidarity of the Reformation.
Julie Christoph teaches English at the University of Puget Sound. She is currently
working on research on the rhetoric of adult literacy in the United States and in
Tanzania, where she recently did research on a Fulbright fellowship.
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Donut Teapot
valerie moreland | ceramic
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Select Art
Review
professor kriszta kotsis

Valerie Moreland’s Donut Teapot is a playful work that tugs on one’s
sensibilities in multiple ways. Her vessel is made from three distinct
components individually thrown on the potter’s wheel: the spout, the body,
and the foot; these were combined to create the doughnut shaped container
with a pronounced spout. It resembles canteens that have been produced by
many cultures in various materials over the centuries. Her choice of material
(raku ceramic) gives the object a rough, oxidized surface and creates the
impression of a vessel recovered by archaeologists from a long forgotten ancient
site. The incised and glazed lines marking the surface can be read as cracks
or blood vessels – they bring attention to the fragile and organic nature of
her work. Moreland’s pot references commercial teapots made in the shape
of doughnuts, yet she also introduces important changes to the piece: she
eliminates the handle and lid, and does not glaze the whole surface. The use of
non-glazed raku ceramic articulates her intention to create a work of art rather
than a utilitarian object, since vessels made from raku are usually not used as
food or drink containers. Moreland’s pot explores the evocative potential of
circular forms. The strong silhouette of the doughnut shape incorporates a void
at its center, arousing a remarkable sense of ambiguity: both completeness and
incompleteness. This sense is enhanced by the forms of the spout and foot,
which are inverted versions of similar conical shapes. Their joining to the main
body is clearly visible on the surfacerevealing how the various components of
the pot were pieced together. As appendages to the main body, the spout and
the foot suggest both a sense of ejection and juncture, spilling and filling. The
simple, geometric forms used by Moreland evoke an anthropomorphic reading
of the vessel which links her work to a long tradition of pottery that has played
with this idea for millenia.
Kriszta Kotsis teaches ancient and medieval art history in the Art Department and the
Honors Program at Puget Sound. She grew up in Hungary, and studied art history in
Budapest and Seattle. Her research explores representations of Byzantine empresses.
She would like to thank John McCuistion for talking her through the raku technique.
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Everyone and 		
No One at All
kyle nunes

Silvia Gaspar Valenzuela, 152 Avenida J, 11:37am, 19 November
1987 – Luis was still sleeping even though the alarm had already rung
twice. I turned back to look at him over my shoulder and saw that
he had peeled back the white blankets as he rolled to the left side of
the bed, revealing the faded sheet underneath. It was a warm amber
color when I bought it, but over the years and under the roiling
bodies it had paled, yet darkened from sweat, to a cataract umber.
Luis wasn’t snoring: he’s never snored, just made very light exhalations
like a yearling bull caught in a dream of well-watered pastures. He
stirred and kicked at the coverings. His feet pedaled lengthwise
across the mattress, only half a rotation. They made me think of the
fins of a marlin, long and bony with the membrane so tight that,
when held against the ocean, the sunlight reflects from the waves
and shines through. A piscine interpretation of the sea. I kept those
images of Luis for a moment, a sleeping bull, a tropical fish clasped
in inhospitable hands, just two of the many avatars of a man I have
known since we were old enough to steal books, and appreciate
the value of what we stole.
Luis had awoken and was sitting upright: You know, you have
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always sat and brushed your hair like that. Even when it was cropped
short against your head, your hands would run along your scalp, then
go out onto your shoulders. He tossed the blankets aside, and they
fell to the floor in a milky-gray heap. I think you were meant to have
long hair, he decided, stretching like a dog stretches, legs extended,
toes pointed, and hands reaching for the broken ceiling fan.
I am surprised you ever noticed, since you always sleep late into
the morning. Flipping through a few of the books next to the bed,
new titles we’d released not too long ago, he responded, No, not
sleeping, just biding my time ‘til you undress to shower. The thankless
scoundrel. He gave that airless laugh of his that has always rattled me,
but I wouldn’t dare tell him. It’s the sound of a lock being picked even
though all the cogs are rusted in place. He turned to face me. Aren’t
you going to bathe now? It’s already – he looked at the clock – It’s
almost noon. We gazed at each other, thinking of the unfelt hands
of years apart. Luis pushed towards me, naked, his cock dangling,
pulling all the flesh from his torso ‘til he was only faceted lizard tissue
and angles. He never sleeps clothed and it’s too hot in the interior
for that anyway. I struggled against him, complaining of hunger and
heat, but we tumbled onto the mattress anyway, a euphony of bed
springs, bated breath, and slapping limbs. I hadn’t seen him for a
while and he tends to go as soon as he calls to announce his arrival
in La Ciudad. Back again from wherever he finds himself when he
leaves. Sometimes he writes before to say that he’ll be visiting because
money’s short and Barcelona isn’t cheap, even for a dozen men piled
into a bedlam, some of whom leave early and return at dusk with cash
in hand. Others, like Luis, huddle inside to compose a few poems
about the móvida women they’d met in Madrid, or the long soulless
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walks a beardless wanderer takes through a city at eleven o’clock in
the morning. Or perhaps, and this is likely the truth, they pleasure
themselves in that squalor and boredom because there’s nothing else
to do without immigration papers or a regular job. Most of the time
he phones saying that he’ll be there in a day or two and that he’d like
to see me and pick up some stuff he left. I think it’s under the bed,
or maybe by the front door in the basket you put shoes in, he says
invariably. I suspect it’s just a ruse because he doesn’t have a place to
stay in La Ciudad except with his former friends and lovers, even if he
does come with nothing but the twisted cotton threads in his pockets.
Yet he returns. Inevitably, he returns.
And then there is his work. He always knocks on my door with
some poems scribbled and scattered on a few pieces of paper loose in
his bag. We can edit these and then maybe you can publish them, he
tells me. He never forces the issue or any other, and he knows he can’t
because I could crumble the papers and easily push him out the door
since he’s so thin. Emaciated, even. A fish to throw back. This time
he’s brought six poems, although the best are free-verse, instead of the
hexameter he usually gives me. The longer one’s called A Bell Flame
Blossom Overhanging Balcony Grasses, the other Unhappiness in Four
Tries: “Counting sand-dollars at the water’s edge/ I’ve not got enough
for the ferry/ Found a jettisoned oar and an overturned rowboat
among the coral/ Going to row to Santiago, my home/ on the crests
of airmail and broken faces/ a belaboured omen, away to Santiago/
My home.” Stuff like that sells really well here, where the only ocean
is painted on the billboards of Atlántica Distributors, Inc. that lead
to La Ciudad from the express route. I’ll have to ask if he has more
with nautical themes because he seems to have found a niche – and
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he recognizes it, too, to the dismay of his aesthetic. A wide niche,
especially amongst the monied young romantics who journey to the
desert to glimpse the inland-sea mirages that swell and toss. Probably
with the Neptune of peyote and marihuana to stir things about in the
shallows beforehand.
Luis washed himself and hummed a weak calypso diddy, maybe
something he’d heard in Trinidad. Six years ago, he’d caught a ride on
a Brazilian freight carrier for Barcelona, mopping floors and cooking
with the canned goods the crew had for their trans-Atlantic. It wasn’t
direct though, and he had to pay his way by working below since he
knew nothing about sailing or map-reading. But I could imagine it
all well enough to do it, he had boasted. He imagined it so accurately
that they sent him to fry the gristly beef chunks floating in some kind
of spunk, that and preserved vegetables. Odd ingredients, he had said,
canned decades ago by what I could read from the labels, things that
came from the middle of the United States. He had shaken his hang
dog head, saying, I didn’t know how to cook with those things but
the crew didn’t notice.
When he finished dressing in some clothes I had bought
him – a nice denim shirt and black jeans stitched to his waist with
one of my belts – we sat and ate. Toast, coffee, cold boiled eggs and
cold black beans from the previous meal. All without salt. Nothing
was too strong because he complained of a sickness he’d gotten on the
plane, if not just before he left Barcelona. He was taking tiny amber
pills – five at a time, with a swig of water – from a brown glass bottle
marked in pinyin. A Chinese herbalist in Barcelona’s El Raval district
had prescribed them to me, Luis was saying. It’s ginkgo biloba, for
my headaches, and for easy respiration. It calms the bronchioles, he
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added. I think that he’s mistaken – the pills are likely a placebo – and
that he’s delusional as well since he’s always worried about his health
and won’t take tablets from the normal pharmacy.
He placed the ginkgo pills on his tongue, and I waited for him to
swallow the water. Then I said it: How long are you staying for? He
chewed the toast and shrugged his shoulders. Are you going to leave
again without saying anything? He chewed the beans and looked to
the window. The light was refracted by the bottles I keep lined on the
sill: turquoise, cadmium, a rare vermillion, and plain glass. You are
going to leave some more of your fucking poems, wait for me to give
you the money, sleep in my bed. And then what? Back to Barcelona?
Luis sipped his coffee and mumbled something like, You know I don’t
do this to hurt you, but I didn’t want to hear him. I began clearing
the table, sinking the plates and forks in the dishpan, waiting for him
to speak again, to explain why he wasn’t satisfied to live in La Ciudad
like us, to defend himself, even if in his delicate manner. But he
didn’t.

| Excerpt inspired by Roberto Bolaño’s novel The Savage Detectives. 		
Read the piece in full online at crossthecurrent.tumblr.com/nunes |
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Select Prose 			
Review
professor alison tracy hale

Perhaps our most familiar image of the writer is as tortured Romantic –
the lone visionary whose ideas are born, nurtured, and bear brilliant fruit in
splendid, if threadbare, isolation. Kyle Nunes’s “Everyone and No One at All”
refutes this notion at its outset, insisting both thematically and formally on the
mutuality of the creative process. Written in homage to Roberto Bolano’s The
Savage Detectives, Nunes’s story acknowledges, albeit more explicitly than most,
the eternal debt our stories owe one another. “Everyone and No One at All”
creates, in strong, spare scenes and evocative desolation, an imitation that both
transcends and insistently foregrounds its derivative origins. Nunes’s work, like
Bolano’s, traces the remnants of a literary movement; his characters, too, are
writers, critics, editors – a community whose creative ambitions have deteriorated,
perhaps inevitably, over time and distance. Obligation forms the material and
method of this story, whose originality arises from the interstices it inhabits.
If their outlines are similar, Nunes’s characters, whose aloneness is only
ineffectually alleviated by brief moments of connection afforded them by sex,
and poetry, are his own. This is a fallen world: the poems Luis presents to Silvia
are, like their lovemaking, cheapened by what they purchase: a literary niche in
a dry climate, a free bed. Still, traces of a former inspiration linger, faintly legible
in Luis’s ambitious titles – “Unhappiness in Four Tries” – , in the grudging
inevitability of his return, in the tenderness of Silvia’s purchases: clothing he
will wear as he leaves her. These characters are animated by the contrast between
their past ambitions and present compromises – a contrast highlighted not
only by Luis’s perpetual departures, but by the love that lingers among them,
distinguishable only in the slightest glimpses, in the dreams that won’t fade,
despite lives that do.
Alison Tracy Hale lives in Tacoma, Washington, where she is Associate Professor of English
at the University of Puget Sound. She teaches American literature and Gender Studies, and
finds herself consistently and gratefully astonished by the talents of her students.
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For the Love of 		
		 a Sandwich
					

jay nuske

She looked at me penetratingly from across the sneeze bar,
her bottomless green eyes speaking unlimited refills – drawing me
into the line. Immediately I felt vulnerable – a lone fish filet on an
otherwise bare ceramic plate. How can someone do that with just
their eyes? No, I assured myself. I must be PMSing. What makes me
so special?
But then she spoke; rich tones hinting of a passion about to erupt,
“What type of bread?”
My heart stopped. All of a sudden I became very aware of my
body, particularly a strange tightening in my gut. I didn’t know what
the issue was, so I shrugged it off as if it was a curly black hair in my
minestrone.
“Wheat,” I replied.
She smiled. Though it was a small, fleeting smile, it was there
nonetheless. She reached into a bag and pulled out two slices for me.
Just for me.
Then she met my eyes again and inquired further, “Will this be
for here or to go?”

opposite: SmartVark

david pendleton | digital painting
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That’s when I lost it. How do you even begin to respond to such
an inquiry? I felt my mouth open, then close; a mere guppy in a
sea of potential, I was drowning in the pesto-green of her eyes, the
medium well-done brown, but still slightly rare under the proper
lighting locks that bubbled giddily out from her pony-tail like 130
mg of caffeine bubbles down my throat on those sleepless nights.
Someone choked, “Here,” and it wasn’t until this unnamed
wonder woman asked, “Hot or cold?” that I realized it was me who
had spoken.
I was paralyzed. Hot or cold? Would she think less of me if I said
cold? I couldn’t risk that. This was my opening debut – my goldenfried opportunity. Don’t make a fool of yourself, I thought. Do you
really want a toasted hummus sandwich? It doesn’t matter. All I knew
was that I needed to prolong what little time we had together. It was
only me and her – her and I; two souls careening through space and
time, destined to collide.
“Eh?” My sweet reverie was tenderized by her delicious voice.
I brought my eyes to hers, saw my future within their swirling
depths, and responded, “Oh, that’ll be hot for sure.” I gently tilted up
my chin at the last two words, letting my body do the talking.
“Do you want anything on it before it goes in?” She paused,
watching me patiently for my response.
“Just hummus,” I responded out of habit, the words spilling with
abandon from my mouth. A nod was given before she acted upon my
request. Dutifully, my eyes followed the movements of her hands as
she spread the hummus with unprecedented care, ensuring that even
the corners of the bread were smoothly coated. Then into the toaster
it went, the door closing brusquely behind it, subjecting me to the
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cruel restraints of that omnipresent adversary we all share: time.
This young woman – the enriched soymilk to my Kashi Go Lean
– would be the love of my life; she just didn’t know it yet. As I leaned
against the counter, the timer on the toaster oven blinked the final
countdown of our short time together. Never have I felt so powerless,
so… dominated. Desperately, I trailed her movements around the deli
with my eyes, lagging just a step behind so as to fully absorb her aura.
Too soon it seemed the strident beep of the timer jolted me from my
trance, a sound I now associate with a strong feeling of helplessness.
With elegance uncharacteristic of your run-of-the-mill deli worker,
she sidled over to the toaster and gingerly removed my sandwich from
its confines, returning it to the counter where the rest of the makings
and, inevitably, the rest of our date, awaited.
With every question she asked (e.g. Lettuce? Tomatoes? Onions?
etc.), I responded with a half-smile and a small nod or shake of my
head (because, after all, one can’t give too much away on the first
date). And my how she handled her vegetables! A natural-born
expert. My mind was blown. The beet-red apron she wore perfectly
complimented her supple features, perfectly outlined her fascinating
body. I was hypnotized – mesmerized – paralyzed.
“Is that all?” The top half of my sandwich was poised in her right
hand above the pile of assorted vegetables on the other half.
Such grace! Such eloquence! I felt a shudder in my joints, but
rescued myself with a toss of my head, after which she proceeded to
put the sandwich together.
And then she went for the knife. Oh, how her soft, powderfree vinyl gloved hand cradled that handle! Goosebumps erupted
on my arms as she wiped the blade on a white rag, stained with the
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bittersweet memories of the day’s earlier creations. I realized only as
she was sliding the knife deftly through my sandwich that our time
together was almost up. Fear gripped me like my mother’s tongs
around our Thanksgiving turkey. She must’ve seen it in my eyes,
because she offered me a warm smile as she handed me my sandwich.
I took it – my hands shaking stubbornly as I made contact with the
cold plate. Such a cold, cold plate. Was it just me, or did she seem to
hold on a second too long for me to be just another customer? Once
more I met her eyes – once more I let them consume me, engulf me,
cradle me.
“Thanks,” I breathed, my voice catching like a cookie catches fire
when it somehow finds itself in the toaster.
And then she was gone – almost as fast as the garden tortellini
disappears at lunch on Fridays. Oh, what I’d give for one more second
in her company. I should’ve ordered cheese.
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The Fire at 25 		
			 Warner
			

andrei kozlov

When the feral heat from an old bar radiator
blasted out the storm-proof windows,
the cat escaped between the empty frames
with her tail singed.
When they gutted the kitchen, a fireman ripped the metal coil
from the half-melted refrigerator,
squeezing out a final sigh of Freon
among the dead embers.
When a heavy storm came in that night,
rain seeped through the pores of the charred wood,
swelled it up and trickled out
brown and smoky like bourbon.
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You Make it
Impossible
		 to Read
			 Herodotus
∫

				

nick schwarzenberger

Sweetheart,
I’ve been jonesing for the butterfly wing hurricane of your kiss.
I’ve been waiting for your hot breath to fog my vision,
I’ve been waiting for your hips to precess through that door and knock
me from my dull orbit,
I’ve been waiting for the Alaskan ash cloud of your yes to coat my room
(my favorite chore
is sweeping the ashes up afterwards and putting them in jars,
waiting for Ash Wednesday to make a daring swap

opposite: Funked

isaac lewin | screenprint
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to show the flock a thing or two about divine love
to make them recant their fixation and yapping about ‘agape’)
I’ve been waiting for you break into my room,
put a gun to my head,
and forcefully take the time of day from me with your tongue
(You’re the one who’s been stealing our time, klepto,
I’ve watched you stuffing your pockets
with the ravenous abandon of a child raised by Vegan parents
left unattended in a candy store
with a ski jacket three sizes too big and made of pockets,
shaking with the anticipation of emptying it all out later on 		
		 the bedroom floor)
I have been waiting for you to get here
and pied-piper my clothes off with discussions of Nietzsche and biology,
I have been slipping
the seconds
through my fingers
like a sinner with a terminal disease and a rosary
waiting for you to fuck the hell out of me,
I have been filling the time with these lines because I know
I won’t remember them all later,
when I start to write them on your shoulder with my teeth.
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I’ve been waiting for you my whole life
filling up God’s customer service voicemail box with feedback
asking for you by everything but name,
staying up late at night for the star shower radio show requesting
the song of your heartbeat,
spelling out the colors of your eyes on my teeth hoping the
tooth fairy has connections,
sending letters to Santa promising to save the ice caps from
global warming
and promising not to reveal the details of his illegal imported 		
penguin labor operation
if he could just get you a here a little faster
		 (and I don’t feel bad for saying that
		 he clearly had nothing to do with our meeting:
		 you weren’t wearing a bow)
I’ve been waiting for you
like I wait for the one server working a packed Thai food 			
		 restaurant when I order curry,
like Didi and Gogo wait for Godot
like Christians wait for Jesus
		 Jews for Elijah
		 and Muslims for some equality
like crack addicts and collectors of antique cars wait for the next fix,
like Microsoft users and quitting smokers wait for the next patch,
like kids for Christmas and parents for school,
like stoners and children wait for a batch of cookies,
like a baseball card collector waits for the next set of rookies,
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like the meek wait for the world and the hungry for justice,
like all these things, and more, I wait for just one kiss,
		 because, Goddamn,
			
you’ve been marching through my mind 			
				
all day like Sherman
			
and I’m just waiting lusting for Atlanta to burn.
			
Your eyes set the dry prairies of my nerves on fire,
			
your voice trashes the midwest trailer park of my zen
				
and when you leave
				
I’m left like a junkie,
				
empty,
				
wanting to see God again.
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Ita

adia white

In the Ethiopian desert, dirt sticks to everything. Dirt sticks to
Sumner’s long khaki pants and his long-sleeved brown shirt. It breeds
under his every finger and toe nail. Dirt sticks to his sheets, his futon,
his desk, his papers, his books, his makeshift dresser, and dirt stuck
to Ita. Ita and Sumner have lived together in the same hut for three
months now. When Sumner comes home from a long day at work, he
pulls back the heavy burlap door to his hut and greets Ita with a big,
“And a good afternoon to you, miss Ita.” Despite their affinity for one
another, Ita and Sumner don’t have much in common. Ita has been
dead for a good ten thousand years now and Sumner doesn’t die until
tomorrow afternoon. Still, Sumner always makes a point of being civil
to her.
“Breakthrough at work today Ita.” He jabbers excitedly, “We
excavated two skeletons, can you believe it? Haven’t found anything
but your big ole cranium since we’ve been here, and now we find two!
And barely a bone missin’ from em’. Found the two just a half mile
south of here. Joe named one Bryon and Renold named the other
Tanya. I told them we should give the lot of you Swahili names, given
you’re from Ethiopia and all, but those two never listen to what I tell
them.”
Sumner lets out a light laugh that bounces off the rickety board
walls of the hut. He sits down at his desk and begins filling out his
logbook. Soon the afternoon light isn’t enough for Sumner to read

opposite: untitled
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what he’s writing so he stands up and walks to the opposite corner
of the hut where an electric lantern hangs from a hook on the
ceiling. He turns the knob and a faint light begins to glow inside
the glass. Crawling into the sheets on top of his futon, he whispers
“Goodnight, Ita.” Ita doesn’t reply.
The sky is dark, but not yet dark enough to obstruct the view
entirely. The grass beneath Sumner’s feet is wet from the day’s rain
and the forest rustles gently behind him. Sumner has been here every
night since he found Ita’s skull, the first day they began excavating
this site. The dream is always the same. He sees a small woman about
twenty feet away, hunched on the ground and crouched over the
grass. She turns her head around to meet his gaze, her eyes sparkling
in the fading light but blacker than the night around her. Her nose
is small and flat. Short, soft, dark hairs protrude randomly from her
cheeks and chin. Sumner approaches the woman without fear; all
actions and emotion are the puppet of his dream. She stands up to
face him, maintaining her sharp gaze, then she turns around and
walks down a grassy slope. Sumner follows her to the bottom into
a scattered group of huts. He closes his eyes for a long pause; this is
the point where he usually wakes up. Opening his eyes again Sumner
sees that the woman has paused, waiting for him to follow. They
walk into the village; now piles of large sticks collapsed on top of one
another. The woman walks straight through the destroyed village, not
hesitating once to look at it or Sumner. Sumner does not speak to
her, but maintains the same ten foot distance between them. As they
exit the village a field spreads out on either side of them. Eventually
the grass slopes down to meet a mud flat. There a small pool sits in
the middle of the mud. The woman kneels in mud at the edge of the
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water. Sumner draws closer and is met with a stench rot. There are
strange dark gaps in the mud all along the edge of the pool. It looks
as if chunks of the land had sunken into some black hole. The woman
lets out a soft sigh; she is kneeling over bones. Sumner feels a heavy
cold rain begin to fall. The woman turns around slowly to look at
Sumner. She smiles.
Sumner awakes expecting to find that he has slept in too late.
He glances at his watch to find that it is five o’clock in the morning.
Having no desire to fall back to sleep he dresses and walks out of the
hut to greet the now lightening desert plain. The air doesn’t bite but
it’s chilly in comparison to the day to come. Sumner’s hut is set on a
small dune. He walks down a slope and looks across the plane in the
direction of the hut of his assistants, Joe and Renold. The two of them
built their camp about twenty feet away from Sumner’s, next to the
tent that serves as the kitchen and supply house. Aside from the three
huts the desert is empty. Flat as far as the eye can see. Both Joe and
Renold are still asleep so Sumner has the luxury of eating breakfast
alone. None of the events in the dream perturbed or interested him.
His dreams had always been strange and lacking in any sort of useful
insight. Just as Sumner is finishing his oatmeal, two blonde curly
heads pop through the door of the kitchen,
“Morning Suuuummnneeer,” the two say at the same time.
Joe and Renold are brothers but they seem more like identical
twins. Both have bright yellow green eyes, poufy yellow curls, and
thick arms supported by scrawny legs.
“Mornin’,” Sumner says.
The two sit down on the opposite side of the table and begin
chattering away about their family matters. After the two seemed to
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have finished their oatmeal Sumner says,
“All right. Joe, Renold, I want to see what else we can find in the
same site as yesterday. I’d like to be there before seven so let’s be hasty,
pack the gear we need and get walking.”
Joe and Renold look at Sumner blankly, then proceed to clear
their oatmeal and pack their stuff for the day.
The air is still while Joe, Renold, and Sumner hike to the site.
They stagger down the desert dunes, weaving their way through a
maze of large square holes dug over the past month.
Sumner gestures to a large hole to his left,
“Let’s pick up where we left off yesterday.” he commands.
The three drop into the hole, the four foot walls shield them
from the desert wind that has begun to pick up, hissing the sand into
frenzy. Sumner takes three picks out of his pack and gives one to Joe
and one to Renold.
“Sumner, we already found what there is to find in this hole.
What’s going to be under all this rock?” Joe says.
Sumner doesn’t answer, but gives Renold a comical yet icy stare
and begins picking away at the ground.
“Hey Joe,” Renold giggles, “come help me get my rocks off.”
“Lazy bonehead,” Joe jibes, “if mom were here she’d do it for
you.”
Sumner slams his pick heavily into a rock and it cracks loudly,
silencing Renold and Joe with a big boom. The two glance over at
Sumner then continue their banter in quick whispers. Sumner slams
his pick heavily against the ground again, Boom. The impact shifts
the dirt and a portion of the wall topples in, showering the three with
dirt. Joe and Renold turn around to find Sumner manically clawing
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through the dirt that fell with the collapsed wall. The two look at
each other.
“Sumner,” Joe says, “What are you doing?”
Sumner doesn’t answer but pulls out his brush from his tool belt
and begins gently brushing the rubble he was so manically shifting
through earlier. The sun reflects off something white that pokes
through the dust. Joe and Renold lumber over and begin dusting the
surrounding area as well. Sumner picks up the small white thing, sets
it in his palm, and shoves it in Joe’s direction.
“Look,” he grunts.
Joe stops what he’s doing, leans towards Sumner and plucks the
three inch disk out of Sumner’s hand.
“A fossilized shell? Here?” Joe says, “This wasn’t an ocean.”
“It’s a fresh water species of mollusk,” Sumner says “this used to
be a lake.”
“So if this level was all lake, then how come all the Hominid
bones we found so far were where the lake used to be?” Joe asks.
“Probably wasn’t a lake anymore by the time they got here,”
Renold answers
“No, no…it must have been. These fossils look about the same
age as the skeletons,” Sunmer says.
“You can’t tell that,” Renold says.
“Hey guys, found something cooler,” Joe mumbles squatting over
the dirt, “More bones.”
Renold and Sumner look over to see that Joe had uncovered a
hollow place in the wall packed with bones. Sumner sticks his head in
the small hole to get a closer look. The rocky dirt shifts and a section
of wall above Sumner’s head collapses. A large rock cracks against the
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back of Sumner’s skull and he keels over, unconscious in the dirt.
Sumner stands on the edge of a large green lake. The drizzling
rain makes it difficult to see but the light lapping of the lake against
the shore line and the patter of raindrops on water calm him.
Through the grey he sees a dark figure in the distance.
“Ita,” Sumner says into the drizzle.
Thud thud thud thud echoes the rain
“Ita,” Sumner whimpers a little louder.
Thud THud thUD THud
“Ita!” Sumner yells.
Thud ThuUD THud THUD
It has begun to pour and Sumner can’t see a thing beyond the
water. His arms hang loosely at his sides and he tilts his head up to
look at the source of all this rain. When he moves his head back down
to look forward again, a flat nose and dark eyes loom in front of him.
The face moves backwards away from the water and Sumner follows.
Again he sees that there are dark gaps in the shore, black holes in the
mud. In the rain they look lighter. Less vacant. Slowly several of the
vacant spaces begin to fill. These are white gaps instead of black ones
now. The gaps are filling with bones.
“Ita,” Sumner says over the thudding of the rain.
The face turns around to look at Sumner.
Sumner stops and gestures into one of the holes.
“Are those your people?”
Ita lowers her eyes, and continues moving. Behind Sumner the
lake rises.
He doesn’t move.
“How did they all die?” he asks.
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Again, Ita stops and turns to look at Sumner but doesn’t answer.
Instead she looks up into the rain, rattling her dark head quickly
left and right forward and back. Then the rain stops, the lake
regresses, a heat wave rushes across the grass and it fades from green
to yellow.
“The rain stopped.” Sumner mutters, answering his own question.
Ita nods. The rain begins to fall again. The lake returns.
“Why do you bring me here?”
Again, Ita does not answer. Sumner’s fingers travel to the back of
his skull. It is wet and sticky. It begins to sting and Sumner lets out a
sharp wail.
When Sumner opens his eyes Joe and Renold are hovering over
him. The sun beats down too brightly.
Sumner says, “It’s hot.”
Joe and Renold let out large laughs of relief.
“Jeeze Sumner, you’ve been out for about five minutes,” says
Renold.
“Longest five minutes of my life,” says Joe.
Sumner stands up. His eyes look glazed over in the sunlight but
his pupils are dilated
“We’re digging in the wrong spot.”
“What are you talking about Sumner?” Joe says, “We’ve never
found so much since we’ve been here.”
“Ita’s bones, they’re not here. I have to find the rest of her bones.”
Without waiting for a response, Sumner climbs out of the hole
and rushes to the spot where he found Ita’s skull, where the center
of the lake would have been. He clambers down into the hole they
dug there several months ago. This one is a good several feet deeper
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than the other. His hands easily tunnel through one of the walls of
the hole. The dirt is looser here. By the time Joe and Renold catch up
Sumner has tunneled a large enough hole in the wall to squeeze his
upper body into. His feet stick out as he tunnels further into the wall.
Joe and Renold scream down into the hole:
“Sumner, the top of that tunnel is going to collapse!”
Sumner pays no heed, his hands frantically claw into the dirt.
Then he slows down. His fingers lightly brush the dirt at the end of
the tunnel until they meet other fingers.
Boom. The tunnel caves in, drowning Sumner in dirt. He breathes
in deeply and the air he intakes is wet and cold. The dirt closes in
around him, it’s suffocating. A minute goes by. Then two minutes
and Sumner’s still inhaling dirt. Three minutes. The dirt feels muddy.
Four minutes. His last attempt to breathe fills his lungs with water.
He is still touching fingers. They are warm, rubbery fingers and they
intertwine with his. They are strong fingers and they tug, dragging
him out of the water and pulling him up onto the muddy shoreline.
Ita helps Sumner to his feet. She watches his pointed nose flatten
and his spine hunch over to match the curve of hers. The two walk
through a yellow grassy plain to the village. In the village a large
group of hominids wait. When they see Sumner they drop to kneel
in the yellow grass. Sumner raises his hands and large wet drops thud
down from the sky. Ita looks at Sumner and smiles.
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opposite: Spirit

hallie bateman | pen and ink
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In His Image
rachel graddy

Before God knew color,
he sculpted transparent rocks and trees
so he could marvel at their souls
while he worked.
And they reminded him that he was still young.
He scrawled a silver river,
born from a frozen fall,
across the land,
and it glistened back all of his imperfections.
So when he grew old and forgot his own name,
he could remember who he once was.
God hung mountains on a wire
because he couldn’t let go;
even though he lived
just far enough away
to not hear his children china-breaking his heart,
he held on.
So everything in quiet clear
danced when he sighed
and none of us quite knew why.
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After God was done
creating water-mist from melted sand,
he spent the night in a room made of glass,
looking into all the odd-angled objects,
hoping that one of the reflections
was his own.
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Skin

emily krieger

Underneath the soft strands of
hair at his temple the
skin stretched delicate and smooth;
bending my lips to meet it
I could have melted into that fine texture
while he slept.
Last night in unforgiving wakefulness I
reached out to your unconscious temple, and
feeling it coarse and unfamiliar I
slowly withdrew my hand.

opposite: Raku Ceramic

alea robertson | slab-built ceramic
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Wikipedia.org/
Wiki/Satoshi_Kon
james gaines

Who is in charge of changing the tenses
of a man’s Wikipedia page
after he has died?
Rewriting the ‘is’ to read ‘was.’
Does the wife log on and slowly
work down the page?
Like a knife scraping the parchment clean.
I wonder if solitude
nucleates like ice crystals in water.
Do all the friends and family
hold hands and each pick a single word?
Like scattering a person’s journal
over arctic waters.
Giving each line its own
tiny seaborne burial.
Or is it simply the first person
in all the world
to sign on and, with an ash dry hand,
check the final boxes off the list?
Whose rough task is it to correct unkind Wikipedia?
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opposite: Sanctuary

isabelle chiosso
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emphasis is quiet

